2019 Leadership Workshop
January 24-26, 2019
Phoenix, AZ

HIRING, EVALUATING, AND RETAINING KINESIOLOGY FACULTY
CALL FOR PRESENTATION PROPOSALS
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING PROPOSALS IS NOVEMBER 1, 2018
The American Kinesiology Association will hold its 12th annual leadership workshop on January
24 -26, 2019 in Phoenix, AZ. The workshop brings together over 100 kinesiology leaders,
administrators, and faculty who are committed to advancing our discipline as a unified field of
study. The workshop provides a unique opportunity to network with others engaged in
university administration and with those who are interested in increasing their leadership
knowledge and skills for effective administration of kinesiology departments.
You and others from your department are invited to contribute to the
2019 AKA Leadership Workshop by submitting proposals for poster presentations,
roundtable discussions, and/or theme-focused workshop sessions.
Poster Presentations and Roundtable Discussions
The 2019 AKA Leadership Workshop will include sessions for chairs or departmental representatives to
share innovative approaches and successful strategies for hiring, evaluating, and retaining kinesiology
faculty. At this workshop, presentations may be done as poster presentations and roundtable
discussions. Posters will be available for viewing on Saturday morning; authors will be at their posters
during the scheduled poster session. Roundtable discussions will be interactive sessions for 12 minutes
that are led by the presenter around a particular theme. Presenters should prepare brief handouts to
guide their table discussions. Several “rounds” of discussions with attendees rotating from table to table
will occur.
Specific presentations should focus on topics related to the conference themes. See the list of
suggested topics below.
Hiring faculty: Advertising, interviewing, recruiting,
negotiating
Successful strategies for conducting annual faculty
evaluations
Managing tenured faculty and post-tenure review
Use of quantitative measures in faculty reviews for
merit and tenure and promotion.

Mentoring tenure-track faculty and managing a
third-year review
Qualitative and quantitative approaches to
determining faculty merit pay
Navigating requests for counter offers from tenured
faculty
Other topics related to hiring, evaluating, and
retaining faculty
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Theme-focused Workshop Sessions
AKA is also inviting proposals for more extensive sessions focused on specific themes. These 75-minute
sessions combine presentations to introduce and briefly discuss the theme (30-45 minutes) with
participation for the attendees through case studies, group discussions on relevant questions, and other
interactive approaches (30-45 minutes). An example would be two 15-minute presentations followed by
a 45-minute case study. One or more individuals shall serve as facilitators for the sessions. Proposed
sessions must focus on one of the following six topics related to the conference themes:

Interacting with the Dean and Provost Offices on
Recruiting and Retaining Faculty
Managing Promotion and Tenure Processes
Incentivizing faculty behavior in teaching, research
and/or service

Managing Salary and Merit Processes
Successful Recruitment and Retention
Supporting and evaluating non-tenure track faculty
(professional practice, clinical, research faculty)

To apply, please complete the attached information and submit to
akaproposals@americankinesiology.org.
Please email any questions to AKA Workshop Program Chair, Dr. Jason Carter
(jcarter@mtu.edu).

* ALL PRESENTERS MUST REGISTER FOR THE WORKSHOP *
Information regarding workshop registration and hotel reservations
are available on the AKA website:
http://americankinesiology.org/SubPages/Pages/AKA%20Workshops

